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Safer Prairie winter driving: Are studded tires the answer? 
For drivers who face several months of severe winter driving conditions, a new 
generation of studded tires could make all the difference 
 
 
VERNON, BC—With nearly half of Prairie drivers surveyed in a Kal Tire study saying they 
regularly encounter hard-packed snow and ice, Kal Tire is educating drivers about how the 
latest studded winter tire technology delivers superior winter braking and cornering while 
improving ride comfort and road impact.  
 
The fall 2018 Kal Tire study showed on average only 50 per cent of drivers in Alberta, 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba planned to use winter tires. Yet on average, half of the drivers in 
these provinces said they regularly face severe winter driving conditions (i.e., heavy snow and 
ice) in which studded tires can make the most difference.  
 
“When roads turn icy or the snow gets hard-packed, nothing gives better grip than studded tires, 
so we’re helping drivers see that today’s studded tires are not the ones of the past,” says Mike 
Butcher, regional director for urban retail stores, Kal Tire. 
 
For years, winter tires with studs had a reputation for being loud, hard on roads and quick to fall 
out, but today’s studded tires are quieter, longer lasting and gentler on roads than ever. 
 
“When some drivers think of studded winter tires, they think of that clicking sound and concerns 
about them damaging roads,” says Butcher. “That was a deterrent for some people, but the 
technology has changed dramatically, so we want to help drivers in regions with severe winter 
conditions get the grip they need without worrying as much about road noise or impact.” 
 
Deflating myths about studded winter tires: 
 
Myth #1: They’re noisy & hard on roads 
Fact: They’re much quieter & gentler on roads 
Some studded tire manufacturers now employ a cushioning design to dampen both the sound 
and impact. One studded tire model uses a soft layer of rubber between the tire and the stud 
base that acts like a spring to reduce the impact of the studs on pavement. Some manufactures 
have actually doubled the number of studs on their tires to even further improve traction, and yet 
many studded winter tires have less wear on roads.  
 
“You can barely hear these tires, and even though there are more studs, with this cushioning, 
they’re actually less intrusive. These are not the studded tires that were noisy and chewed up 
roads the way they did 30 years ago,” says Butcher. 
 
Myth #2: Studded tires don’t make a big difference 
Fact: Studded tires outperform non-studded winter tires in ice braking 
Many tire makers have increased the number of tread blocks and changed the placement of 
studs from symmetrical rows to being spread out across the tread face.  
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“With more even stud distribution, you’re getting better side-to-side and front-to-back grip, and 
that’s what makes these studded tires excel in ice braking,” says Butcher.  
 
Third-party testing performed as part of Kal’s Tire Testing showed on ice, from 30 kilometres an 
hour, a studded five-star winter tire stopped in 19.7 meters; and the average 3-season stopped 
in 32.3 m.  
 
“Even stopping a few metres sooner could mean the difference between stopping before an 
intersection or going through it in a dangerous way.”  
 
Myth #3: Studs drop out or don’t last long 
Fact: Stud life is longer than ever 
“In the old days, studding was done by hand with a gun that was much longer, bigger and 
heavier, and if the stud wasn’t all the way in, it would pop out, but most of the tires we sell today 
are factory studded.”  
 
Several of those factories are also studding tires more strategically, placing stud pin holes on 
the two outermost ribs to help keep studs as they deliver optimum ice traction.  
 
Studded tires are permitted in all Prairie provinces. Only Manitoba restricts use to the winter 
months—October 1 to April 30.  
 
 
About Kal Tire 
Kal Tire is Canada’s largest independent tire dealer and one of North America’s largest 
commercial tire dealers. Kal Tire’s Mining Tire Group is an international leader in mining tire 
service and supply, servicing more than 150 mine sites across five continents. The company 
has warehouse facilities across Canada servicing more than 250 Kal Tire retail and commercial 
stores. Kal Tire owns and operates 10 truck tire retread facilities across Canada, plus five 
earthmover retreading facilities located in Canada, the United Kingdom, Chile, and Ghana. The 
company employs more than 6,500 team members. For more information, visit 
www.KalTire.com.  
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The following media resources are available on Kal Tire’s online newsroom: 

1. Still Images 
2. Animation video 

 
For more information, please contact: 
Nikki Kinakin 
Sr. Communications Specialist, Kal Tire 
P:  250-558-3273 / C: 250-309-7901 
Nikki_Kinakin@kaltire.com  
 
 
Winter Tire Survey: A total of 1,664 Canadian motorists (from BC to Ontario) were surveyed by Sentis Research. The 
online survey was conducted from September 18-24, 2018. The results are considered accurate to within +3%, 19 times 
out of 20. 
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